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ABSTRACT
An understanding of how bitumen chemical composition influences mechanical behavior is critical to addressing a number of
practical issues concerning bitumen utilization. Using simple chemical tests to assess bitumen quality is of practical value to the
purchaser, but other applications exist as well. Blending to achieve material design objectives is obviously of huge industrial and
commercial value, as is designing and selecting better additives. This is also key to understanding physical changes related to
bitumen oxidation and predicting performance.
Western Research Institute (WRI), in partnership with Eurovia, has examined several paving grade bitumens using an automated
asphaltene solubility fractionation method developed by WRI under contract with the United States Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) that is an expansion of the traditional SARA method (SAR-AD™). The results of these chemical
characterization studies were then correlated to a wide range of bitumen properties (Penetration, Ring and Ball softening point,
Dynamic Shear Rheometry, and others) using WRI’s multivariable significance search algorithms (ExpliFit™). In general, most
properties can be explained with a high coefficient of correlation by considering a balance between mobile and relatively
immobile constituents, as well as interactions induced by polarity and polyaromaticity. This paper focuses on the microstructural explanation of the significant parameters affecting the storage shear modulus over the range of temperatures
investigated. The correlation results suggest that as temperature changes, the amount of the mobile fractions in the bitumen
dominates low temperature behavior, while at high temperatures, multiple fractions must be considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a significant evolution on the European market has been observed. European refining, French in
particular, is currently in a phase of rationalization and search for maximum flexibility in crude supplies.
The European standard EN 12591 appears as insufficient to ensure satisfactory performance of the finished products,
particularly in case of specialty products such as high modulus asphalt regarding stiffness modulus and fatigue
resistance, polymer modified bitumen, and bitumen emulsions with respect to settling tendency and viscosity.
The search and validation of performance-related bituminous binder properties continues to be a key issue for the
paving industry in Europe, as well as in the US and the rest of the world. With the Superpave system implementation in
the US, important progress has been achieved and is still on-going. In Europe, the development of 2nd generation
product standards appears to be more necessary than ever.
In this context, Eurovia and the Western Research Institute (WRI) launched a research program, in 2013, to search for
correlations between bitumen properties and the performance of the finished asphalt product.
In the short term, the identification of robust correlations between bitumen composition and mechanical properties has
obvious practical value in material evaluation and blending to meet given specifications. The information obtained from
these correlations can also be applied to testing and improving the understanding of the fundamental concepts of how
bitumen composition gives rise to the observed physical properties. Bitumen has long been considered to behave
similarly to colloidal systems, and the idea of a colloid-like microstructure has existed at least as long as the turn of the
century when asphaltenes were first identified [1]. Since that time, a wide range of conceptual models of the bitumen
microstructure have been proposed, at various levels of detail. Although not comprehensive, several references are
provided to illustrate some of the work done in this area historically [2-37]. Nearly all of these propose that bitumen is
not homogenous at some scale above molecular dimensions. It is also generally conceded there exists some
relationship between solubility defined fractions and the resulting micro-structure. This study is an effort to quantify
these relationships. The micro-structure, in turn, is primarily responsible for the mechanical properties of interest to the
design of a number of bitumen containing products. This work correlating solubility defined fractions to rheological
properties suggests, as expected, that the important fractions defining the mechanical behavior change with temperature.
At low temperatures, much of the material exists as a relative immobile glass or associated gel-like material, with the
content of saturates, the last fraction to solidify into a glass, being the most significant one in defining the mechanical
behavior. As the material warms, the portioning of mobile and immobile phases, along with a change from gel-like to
sol-like behavior changes according to temperature dependant solubility characteristics. Consequently, empirical
correlations of solubility defined fractions with mechanical properties will not show a consistent set of fractions
primarily defining the mechanical properties. At low temperatures the most mobile fractions are the most significant
where gel-behavior is observed. At high temperatures where sol behavior is observed, multiple fractions are required to
define the system, with the suspension defining fraction, the asphaltenes, being the most significant. In rheological
terms, low phase angle can be described with a few parameters, while higher phase angle properties depend more
strongly on a range of solubility fractions.
2. RESEARCH PROGRAM
This research program was launched by Eurovia in collaboration with the Western Research Institute (Wyoming/ USA).
8 bitumens (all unmodified) were selected: B1 to B8. With these bitumens, 12 asphalts were manufactured (8 with a
diorite and 4 with limestone aggregates). For each asphalt, the bitumen content was 4.9 %. Table 1 presents the main
characteristics of these bitumens and the different asphalt designs.
Table 1: Bitumen characteristics and asphalt designs

Penetration (1/10mm): NR EN 1426
Ring and Ball Temperature (°C) : NF EN 1427
Superpave Performance Grading (PG)
HMA with diorite
HMA with limestone

B1
40
53.4
70-22
X
X

B2
37
53
70-16
X

B3
40
52
70-16
X
X

B4
22
59
76-16
X
X

B5
26
57.2
76-16
X

B6
28
61
76-10
X

B7
55
49
64-22
X
X
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B8
57
49.2
64-16
X

The analysis program for the bitumens (neat, after RTFO, recovered, after RTFO + PAV) :
1- Chemical analysis : infrared, SAR-AD : Saturates, Aromatics, Resins and Asphaltene Determinator [38],
SEC : Size exclusion chromatography, DSC : Differential Scanning Calorimetry (to assess glass transition,
wax content)
2- SHRP tests: Bending Beam Rheometer (BBR), DSR: to determine master curves, crossover, Rparameter… [43],[44]
3- Advanced rheological tests (LAS tests…) [42]
4- Asphalt Binder Cracking Device (ABCD) test [39],
5- Conventional European tests: penetration, ring and ball temperature, Fraass breaking point,…
This paragraph presents the overall research program launched in 2013, but this article will present only some
chemometric results [40], the correlation between bitumen rheological properties, specifically the storage modulus, over
a range of temperature (10° to 60°C). Other articles will be published in the future to present more results in detail.
3.

BITUMEN SELECTION

The key point in a chemometric correlation is based on determination of the quality of bitumen selection. The first step
of the program before launching the analyses was to verify that the chemical composition and rheological performances
of these bitumens were significantly different.
3.1 Chemical composition
The SAR-AD [38] test is a novel approach, developed by the Western Research Institute, which combines the
Automated Asphaltene Determinator (AD) separation with an automated SAR (saturates, aromatics and resins)
separation to provide a fully integrated rapid automated SARA (saturated, aromatics, resins and asphaltenes) separation
using milligram sample quantities. The combined SAR/AD separation utilizes high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) equipment with multiple columns and solvent switching valves to conduct the highly complex automated
separation. Figure 1 presents the chemical compositions of the 8 bitumens. The sample set represents considerable
variation in the solubility defined fractions.
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Figure 1: Bitumen composition B1 to B8
3.2 Rheological properties
The bitumen samples selected show a wide range of rheological behavior. Figure 2 illustrates the variation in the
complex modulus isotherms at 15 °C from 1 to 30 Hz.

Figure 2: Isotherms G* at 15°C from 1 to 30 Hz
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4. CHEMOMETRIC CORRELATIONS
4.1 Explifit® Software
Explifit ® [40] is a software program designed to investigate relationships between independent and dependent
variables using standard multivariable linear regression algorithms adapted for under determined problems. An under
determined problem is a situation where the count of possibly significant independent variables exceeds the number of
observations. For example, measuring 24 chemical properties to correlate with 8 bitumen's is under determined and not
tractable with traditional methods. This software was developed at Western Research Institute.
The dependent variables data are all analyses performed on bitumen or asphalt.
The independent variables data are typically measured to predict the dependent variables data. In this research program,
the independent data are: infrared (IR) spectra measurements, SAR-AD compositions and distribution of the particle
sizes by SEC.
Example: If we try to correlate bitumen IR measurements with the bitumen penetration, in a first step, the software will
find out which of the wavenumbers are significant when combined additively with other significant wavenumbers. This
step will enable a reduction in the number of relevant wavenumbers. In a second step, the software will propose an
equation such as:
Bitumen penetration (1/10 mm) = c0 + c1 [Abs1]+ c2 [Abs2]+ + ….cn [Absn]
c1= Fit coefficient 1, Abs1 = Absorbance to the wavenumber 1 …
In addition to the actual measurements, a precision file for each independent and dependent variables data set must also
be prepared. The program requires these files to create the data clouds needed for computation.
4.2 Results
The research program carried out at Eurovia consists of an enormous collection of measurements for the bitumen
samples selected. Only a subset of that data will be studied in detail here, addressing the temperature dependant role of
solubility fractions measured by SAR-AD. Seven solubility fractions are measured using 2 detectors, Evaporative Light
Scattering Detector (ELSD) to measure mass fractions and a 500 nm UV detector to study polycondensed aromatics.
The following ELSD measurements are used in this discussion (Table 2):
Table 2: SAR-AD Measurements correlated with rheology.
Saturates
Naphthene saturates (ring structures)
Aromatics
Resins
Cyclohexane soluble asphaltenes (least polar)
Toluene soluble asphaltenes (moderately polar)
Methylene chloride-methanol soluble asphaltenes (highly polar)
Total asphaltenes

To find the significant bitumen fractions responsible for the observed rheological properties, and the effect of
temperature on their relative importance, multivariable correlations of the ELSD measurements were fit against the
complex, storage and loss shear moduli measured at 10°C, 15°C, 20°C, 30°C, 40°C, 50°C and 60°C using a dynamic
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shear rheometer. Due to space limitations, only the Shear storage modulus (G') at 1Hz frequency will be described in
detail here. Similar relationships exist for the complex (G*) and loss (G”) moduli and for measurements at other
frequencies.
Initially, 4-parameter fits at each temperature range were completed using the eight ELSD measurements. The qualities
of the fits are shown in Table 3:
Table 3: Initial ELS detector fits for G'
Temperature °C

Pearson's r2

10

0.870

15

0.864

20

0.879

30

0.898

40

0.947

50

0.976

60

0.986

The significance of the parameters compared using the F test, which is a ratio of the fit residuals without the parameter
of interest divided by the residuals with the parameter of interest. Large F test values are more significant than small
ones. An examination of the significance of the parameters appearing in 4-parameter fits suggest that 3 parameters may
be sufficient for a robust correlation across the temperature range studied here. (note: F-tests for negative fit coefficients
are shown negative)

Figure 4 : F-test significance from ELSD fits
Based upon the results depicted in figure 4, the regressions were repeated using only cyclohexane-soluble asphaltenes,
saturates, and naphthene saturates values. The fits shown in table 4 are similar in quality to those obtained using the
entire ELSD measurement list to generate a 4-parameter model.
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Table 4: Correlation fit quality of 4 parameter and 3 consistent parameter models.
4 parameter Pearson's r2

3 consistent parameter Pearson's r2

10

0.870

0.871

15

0.864

0.849

20

0.879

0.843

30

0.898

0.894

40

0.947

0.951

50

0.976

0.973

60

0.986

0.984

Temperature °C

Now that a simple consistent set of independent SAR-AD variables is established for all seven correlations at each
temperature, it is possible to determine the temperature dependency of the coefficients and produce one equation that
describes G' in SAR-AD compositional terms over the entire temperature range. The same approach can be used with
the complex and loss moduli. Newtonian materials follow an Arrhenius form,
Ea

  Ae RT
 is viscosity
E a is the activation energy
R is the universal gas constant
T is the absolute temperature
A plot of Ln( an )vs 1/ T should yield a straight line with a slope of Ea / R and an intercept of Ln( A) .

Ln(coeficient) Ln(Pascal)

The constants are nearly Arrhenius, although a slight curvature can be seen in the plots, not unlike the similar master
curve shift function shapes observed for bitumens, suggesting that a more sophisticated temperature function such as
WLF may produce a higher precision calibration.
10
y = 22683x - 74.766
R² = 0.9792

5
0

constant

-5
-10
0.0025

0.003
0.0035
Inverse Absolute Temperature K-1

0.004

Figure 5: Intercept (Ln(A)) Arrhenius plot
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0.0028

0.003
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Figure 6 : Cyclohexane soluble asphaltenes fit constant Arrhenius plot
2

y = 15958x - 55.815
R² = 0.9745

0
-2
-4
-6

Saturates

-8

Linear (Saturates )

-10
0.0028
0.003
0.0032 0.0034 0.0036
Inverse Absolute Temperature K-1

Ln(coeficient) Ln(Pascal)

Figure 7 : Saturates fit constant Arrhenius plot
4
y = 17037x - 57.712
R² = 0.9934

2
0
-2

Napthene saturates

-4
-6
-8
0.0028 0.003 0.0032 0.0034 0.0036
Inverse Absolute Temperature K-1

Linear (Napthene
saturates )

Figure 8: Naphthene Saturates fit constant Arrhenius plot
The resulting correlation over the entire temperature range is:
 Ea  1



 Ea  1



G'(T)1Hz  A0e R 0 T  A1e R 1 T  % Cyclohexane Asphaltenes 
 A2e

 Ea  1
 R  T

2

(% Saturates)  A3e

 Ea  1
 R  T

3

(% Naphthene Saturates)

where the fit constants are listed in table 5.
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Table 5: Temperature SAR-AD function for G' fit constants
A0

3.41E-33

(Ea/R)0

22683

A1

9.72E-21

(Ea/R)1

13381

A2

5.78E-25

(Ea/R)2

15958

A3

8.65E-26

(Ea/R)3

17037

4.3 Discussion
The results of the investigation of the SAR-AD fractions needed to estimate the storage modulus (G') over
the temperature range examined suggest that at higher temperatures where a sol-like structure is presumed to
exist, several fractions exist in the mobile phase and are significant to the estimate. However, at lower
temperatures where many fractions exist in an associated gel-like phase, very good estimates of the storage
modulus can be obtained using the mobile naphthene saturate fraction alone (see Figure 4 where the
naphthene saturates is the only fraction with a significant F-Test value at low temperature). The data and
resulting correlations also suggest, that for the eight bitumens studied, the associated materials have similar
mechanical characteristics, and since this variance is small, the variance in the storage modulus can be
explained at all temperatures with a knowledge of composition of the mobile fraction This is consistent with
differential scanning calorimetry results that show the mobile fraction anchors the low end of the glass
transition region regardless of asphaltene content [41].
5. CONCLUSION
The collaboration work by Eurovia/Western Research Institute enabled the evaluation of applying chemometric
correlations to predict bitumen or asphalt properties from the infrared spectrum or /and the SAR-AD composition.
Using multivariable techniques, quite good correlations are often obtained with coefficient-squared values often 0.9 or
above.
The correlation of chemical composition with rheological properties generally requires a knowledge of several
components in the bitumen, as these components interact to define the structure and ultimately, the mechanical
properties. Understanding the relationships between the solubility defined fractions can lead better quality control
methods and bitumen composition adjustments to produced desired mechanical properties.
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